POPULATION - A HORLD CRISIS
Norman E. Borlaug

The past several decades hBve seen a growing polarization of the
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While one third of the world's population todDy lives in a luxury
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generation ago,

often lacks even adequcte

food~

half of the globe's total human population
the first necessity for life.

The a.:fluent netions in most cases also draw heavily on many of the
IInon-renewr.:ble" resources of the underdeveloped n.-::tlons, for their continued
economic prosperity.
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nations cannot continue to remain uloof and isolated

from the problems of the developing nations.
The bcsic moral cnd survival issue for mankind for the next sever01 generations is to find
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life.
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wny to assure that all who are born into this

on opportunity to acquire the basic necessities for a decent

Unless this is

~chieved,

there will be increasing national

~nd

inter-

national socinl and political disorders on u worldwide basis - with world
civil izetion in jeopardy - as biologic man competes for the basic necessities
of life.

There will be no peace.
It should be obvious to all educated people that the first step

toward providing c. decent standard of I iving to all who (lre born into this
world is to slow the Increase in humun numbers to mnnageable levels, and to
stabilize populations as soon

uS

feasible.

Certainly to do nothing and to

rely on the Malthusian principle to stabilize human numbers through starvation
is

immor~l.

Moreover, it is both irresponsible and unnecessary, considering
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thct mnn,unl ike other
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analyze our pre-

sent population predicament end project ahead and see the consequences for mQn
~nd

his civil izetion of continued wreckless, ircesponsible increc!se in humcn

numbers.
Muny studies in recent yeers involving wild species of unim21s,
birds cnd fish. in both Qrtifical c:nd n;,:,tur.:;] h:...biti::ts,

h':N~

shown th.nt thane;)

are n.::tur;:;,l laws which restrict growth of the popuL:::tions long before short':lge
of food nnd

st~rvQtion

species to species.
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Undoubtedly
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nuturdl devic0

vori~s

from

incre2se in numbers, before he Dcquired

his present cultures r_nd civil izetion, WiiS governed in p':Jrt by One or more of
these nDturcl lews.

In the process of the developm0nt of his religious,

ethicnl ;:.nd hum[,nistic philosophies which in turn contributed to the development of his cultures and civil izction, these

devic~s

This has resulted in our present population

dilcmm~.

h2ve been mude ineffective.

Man must today face up to the multi-faceted, many heeded population monster if he is to avoid dis"stcr.
first threctens the survival of
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simple C.,nswer to the mony complex inter-

rel2.ted problems resulting from astronomical increase in human numbers, as we
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done in the pnst.
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~spects
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of this complex problem,

in the past.
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All too nft<3n this (,pproach hps

some segments of society - especially the underprivileged

low income groups - in both the U.$.i\. and the developing nutions.
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campaign by privi leged peop·te living In non-malnda1 ereas of the world to
ban the use of Insecticides - including DDT - for controlling thIs dIsease
is both questionable from an ethIcal and tactical viewpoint, untIl other l
methods of control are available.
Instead we must, with broad balanced programs - and the right
order of priorities - in both the developed and developing nations - attack
this multifaceted monstrous problem on the food, housing and clothing, health
employment opportunity, educCltional,energy, transport, recreation, crowding
and stress, and environmental fronts.
On the food production front we can hold the 11ne for the next
30 years - while hopefully population growth can be slowed - if agriculture
is given the proper priority and support.
If the world is to be fed, however, more rather than less agricultural chemicals - includIng chemical fertilizers and pesticides - will be
needed •. To deny the developIng nations their use Is to abandon them to
hunger and disorders.

It goes without sayrng they should be used judiciously,

just as with medicines.
It should be recognized that an efficient agriculture and animal
industry reduces the land area needed for food production and leaves more of
the world land resources available for other uses, such as forestry, wildlife
cmd recreation.
If we are to conserve nature and preserve for posterity as many
wild species as possible then we must,above all, curb the human population
pressure on their habitat.
growth In human numbers.

The first step toward that goal is to reduce the
The second is to expand the research effort to

conserve and propagate wildlife species by adopting and modifying techniques
\
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- 4 that have been found effective In both animal Dnd human reproductive biology.
TIme Is late and there are many obstacles which must be overcome
In order to solve the multIplicIty of problems whIch confront mankind. IBut
when one looks back over the short span of 10,000 years since man first
cultivated plants and domestIcated animals, whIch made possIble the development of modern civIlizatIon, one must be amazed at the progress.

The tre-

mendous progress achieved In this short pertod of tIme was made possIble by
man's aggresstveness, creativeness, resourcefulness, and posItIvIsm -- and
his striving to Improve himself.

There Is, however, no tIme for complacency

and preening over past achievements.

Instead man must face up to the many

growing problems caused by the wIld Increase In human numbers.
I have the feeling that If the people of the world are given
the facts concerning the serIousness of the population problem man wIll
show that his specific name Homo sapiens was not lit-chosen, and he wIll
build a better world - but thIs will never be achIeved on negatIvism,
pessimism, and doomsaylng.
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